
Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS ____________ + RED PTS __________    = TOTAL PTS __________ / 100pts
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
100pt TAKE HOME FINAL (Pkt 4,5,6)                     (1/3-4/21)/17 

41pts

From Packet 4   1.) (8pts)  Russell Westbrook jumps over James Harden of the Houston Rockets to slam the 
basketball. If he jumps at an angle of  45° with a velocity of 25.0 feet/sec what will be Russell's maximum height in feet ?  
Required Labeled Drawing:   CAUTION:  Use the right g

2.)  (11pts)  Mr. Askey (95.0 kg), is roller blading south down the NHS science building hallway at a speed of 8.00 m/s. He 
throws a BIG 14.0 kg  medicine ball forward with a speed relative to him of 18.0m/s.  Ms. Kickham (65.0 kg) is roller 
blading in the same hallway towards Mr. Askey at 5.0 m/s.  She catches the medicine ball. What are their velocities after the 
ball is exchanged?  Draw a four panel labeled cartoon.
Mr. Askey/ball before throw    Askey & ball after throw      Ms. Kickham /ball before catch    Ms. Kickham/ball after catch

            
 Mr. Askey vel. after his throw:                                                       Ms. Kickham vel. after her catch:

3.) (11pts) Use the Head-to-Tail Method to solve 
the following Elastic Con of Mom problem.  
Using a scale of 1cm = 10kg•m/s, and knowing 
that object A has a mass of 40.0kg, show A's final 
momentum vector and determine the speed of A 
AFTER the collision.  Vector Equation Below:

A
B
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From Packet 5   4.)( 11pts ) You MUST use GOLD STANDARD Unit Analysis method: What would be the 
change in velocity in Mach numbers of an interstellar probe with a mass of 250 slugs if the ion engine with an exit speed 
of 3000m/s,  and a mass flux of  50.0 grams/sec was turned on for 4.0 hours?  (Mach 1 = 331m/s ;  14.6kg = 1 slug) 

 

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes Answer:

Required labeled
Drawing:

Symbol thoughts  . . .   Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:

∆v =



59pts

41pts
5.) (6pts)  A baseball (145 g) flying at                       JBC Drawing:        JAC Drawing:         Show your work below:

(- 60 î ) m/s  is hit by a swinging baseball 
bat with a force of (+ 1200 î ) N.   The ball is 
 in contact with the bat for 18 milliseconds. 
 What is the final velocity of the ball the 
 instant after impact with the bat is complete?  

6.) (8pts) Draw the Head-to-Tail method FBD which represents 
a snap shot of a rocket with engines firing in the Earth's 
atmosphere at a DOM angle of 30° ARH.  Your drawing should 
have a total of four vectors 

7.)  (6pts) Draw the FBD which represents a snap shot of a 
bowling ball sinking in water after reaching terminal velocity. 

8.) (8pts) A rocket with an average        Draw a Labeled FBD:    
mass of  280 kg is fired straight up 
from earth. The average force of 
thrust is 12 MN. What is the altitude 
of the rocket after 5.0 s of this 
propulsion if there is an average air 
drag of 400N?  
          

From Packet 6  9.) (10pts) Find the acceleration 
towards Jupiter on Io (its innermost moon).  Needed Info:  
Jupiter's radius from it's center  to its outer cloudtops: 
72,000km;   Io's average distance above the cloud tops: 
350,000km ; Jupiter is 318 times more massive than the 
earth.  Mass of the earth is 5.97 × 1024 kg 

10.) (11pts) Joe Dynamo sees a tsunami coming toward 
some village children on a beach. He quickly gathers them 
in a wagon and begins pulling them to safety. The wagon 
and children together weigh 1200 N. He begins pulling 
them up a hill which is inclined at 18° with respect to the 
horizontal. He is pulling on the handle of the wagon at an 
angle of 30° to the incline.  He is frantically pulling with an 
average force of 496 N to save them from the wave. There 
are 40 N of friction force from the path on the wagon 
wheels. Will he be able to pull the wagon 34 m to safety in 
the 22 seconds he has before the tsunami arrives? Assume 
that the wagon starts from rest at the bottom of the hill.

Required FBD:

11.) (10pts)  Three steel beams. The structure must 
remain static. If Beam A has a force of 500lbs, how 
many lbs are on beam B and beam C? 
       (remember: Lengths of beams don't matter) 
               Hint: Law of sines solves it the fastest 

50° 108°
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y component Newton's 2nd:

x component 
Newton's 2nd:
y component 
Newton's 2nd:


